How to get to the dorm **Leo-weismantel** from the main train station in Würzburg.

Once you leave the main train station in Würzburg, turn right towards the bus station.

The bus station has several stops. You have to go to the second or third platform and look for bus number 14, 114 or 214, no matter which one you take. You can only pay for your bus ticket in cash, but not with high bills (for example, 50 euros would be too much). You have to buy the bus ticket from the Ticket machine at the tram stop or from the driver. You have to tell him that you want to **go to Zollhaus Galgenberg**.
Get on the bus number 14, 114 or 214 and stay there until Zollhaus Galgenberg. (press the red button to make the bus stop). Get off at this stop and continue walking back towards your right.

From the bus stop you have to walk approximately for 10-15 Minutes till the dorm. You have to go straight, for which you must cross through two traffic lights.
Take the first turn to the right towards Richard Wagner Straße 4-54 and continue straight.

Continue walking straight.
After the steps turn to the right.

and continue walking straight.

You will find some more small steps on the way.
After the steps you will be able to see the dorm.

You will be able to find the Landlord/Hausmeister in the first Building on the left side (Haus 1/C). His office is on the underground floor.